
No. of stations - 3
Freshwater - 105 gal

Wastewater - 300 gal
Weight - 8,200 lbs

Wheels - 16” Aluminum
Axle - (2) 10,000 lb Torsion

Our ADA trailers are operator and user friendly for a 
wide variety of reasons. With only a six inch rise, users 
can easily travel up and down the ramp with minimal 
effort. The ramp itself is made up of two sections of 
lightweight aluminum for quick set-up and tear down. The 
ramps can also be configured from the main platform to 
face left, right or straight ahead, whichever works best.

*ADA restrooms are available in all interiors and all sizes 
are available Internationally.

Satellite’s ADA+2 is great for events. One 
person can easily set-up or take down the 
trailer in 10 minutes! That means you can 
manage your events with fewer people and 
still offer exceptional service. The feature 
event organizers like best is having two full-
sized unisex bathrooms in addition to the 
comfortable ADA bathroom!
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Our single station ADA is priced right while utilizing the 
latest technology, including our unique vacuum flush system, 
remote controlled electronic jacks and lightweight, modular 
ramp. And the best news is that it can be set-up and torn-
down by one person, saving labor costs.

Satellite’s ADA shower is the best combo for 
those extended stay locations. Equipped with 
a full ADA complaint shower/restroom and two 
individual restrooms.

No. of stations - 1
Freshwater - 63 gal

Wastewater - 123 gal
Weight - 3,200 lbs

Wheels - 15” Aluminum
Axle - 5,200 lb Torsion

No. of stations - 3
Freshwater - 105 gal
Wastewater - 300 gal
Weight - 8,200 lbs
Wheels - 16” Aluminum
Axle - 10,000 lb Torsion
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